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Ditierent kinds of variations associated with a continuous two-parameter martingale bounded in 
L’ are studied. As an application a “compact” It; formula and a version of a two-parameter 
Tanaka formula are proved. 
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1. Introduction and basic notations 
Consider the set of parameters T = [0, 11’ endowed with the partial ordering (s, t) G 
(s’, t’) if and only if s 5 s’ and t G t’. By (s, t) < (s’, t’) we mean s < s’ and t < t’. 
Given Z,,Z?E T, z,<z,, (z, , z2] denotes the rectangle {z E T, z, < z s z,}, and for 
z E T we define R, = [0, z]. Usually the coordinates of z E T will be called (s, t). 
If f’ is a map from T to R, the increment of ,f on a rectangle (z,, z?], z, = (s,, r,), 
22 = (h, 12) is .f((z,, 4) =f(d -f’(s,, 12) -.I’(k, r,) +.f(z,). 
Let (0, 9, P) be a complete probability space, (9z),, r an increasing family of 
sub g-fields of 9. For any (s, t) E T the a-fields 9!, and 9’ are 9,, , and 9,,, \I 
respectively. We assume that the usual conditions (Fl) to (F4) of [2] are satisfied. 
Besides the classical notion of martingale, in the two-parameter case, other related 
definitions can be given. If M ={ M,, z E T} is a real valued, integrable and 
%=-adapted process, M is a st rong martingale if M vanishes on the axes, and 
E{n/l((z, z’])l9,,v S,,}=O, for any zsz’, z = (s, t). M is an i-martingale (i = 1,2) 
if E{M((z,z’]))E}=O, zsz’, (i=1,2). 
For pz 1, .k?p will denote the class of all continuous martingales, vanishing on 
the axes and such that E(JM,I”) < cc for all z. .&f,, is the subspace of strong 
martingales which are in -Uf. 
Let .f‘: R + [w be a g4-class function with ,f(O) = 0. Chevalier in [3] and Nualart in 
[S] have proved an It6’s formula for,f( M), M E Ad;‘. The basic hypothesis in [3] is 
on the filtration (‘%;-)=6_-, : it is assumed that any square integrable martingale with 
respect to this filtration has a continuous version, and then any martingale ME .UF 
with p 2 2 can be approximated by a sequence of continuous and bounded martin- 
gales. In [S] this restrictive hypothesis is not needed; the derivation of the formula 
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is based on the properties of the quadratic variation of a martingale (see [7]) and 
uses martingale inequalities as the main tool. 
In comparison with the one-parameter case this 16’s formula has a rather surpris- 
ing feature. It does not agree with the limit of the approximation by Taylor’s formula 
of f(M) up to the 4th order. Moreover, it contains a mixture of one and two- 
parameter stochastic integrals. 
Allain in [ 1) proves a “compact” ItG’s formula as the limit of the above mentioned 
Taylor’s expansion. She deals with processes X, called semimartingales; these 
processes have the suitable properties which allow one to express the limiting terms 
as stochastic integrals with respect to Lo-stochastic measures, in the sense of Metivier 
and Pellaumail. 
In [4] Imkeller proves that It6’s formula of Allain holds for strong continuous 
martingales bounded in Lx. One of the motivations of our paper has been to extend 
this result to martingales M E .-cl:, and to show that it is another version of the 16’s 
formula of Chevalier and Nualart. In fact, the latter is obtained from the former 
by means of a partial integration. (See also [ 1 l] for a similar attempt in the Brownian 
case.) 
Let us introduce a little more notation. Let Y be a grid of T given by Y = 9’, x .9,, 
with ~,~{O=s,,<s,~~~<s,<l} and ~2=(O=t,~<t,<...<ty<1}. For any 
(s,,t,)~.Y we define 3,,=(s,,s,,,]x(t,, tit,], d~,=(s,,s,+,]~(O, t,], A:,= 
(0, s,] x (t,, t,+,], with the convention s,,+, = t,,, , = 1. .!YZ will denote the smallest grid 
containing Y and z. If {Y, n 3 1) is an increasing sequence of grids of T whose 
norm~.‘P”~tendstozero,andz~T,wedefineZ~={(i,j)~~‘,(s,,t,)~.~~,(.~,,I,)<z}. 
We will write I” instead of I;‘,, ,). I, and I are defined in an analogue way, but 
referred to 9 
Let .f be a real function belonging to Y4 such that j(O) = 0, and 9” as described 
above. By Taylor’s formula, for any process {X,, z E T} we have 
f(X) = C .f(X)(A,,) = i’: ’ C f”W,,)A:;X+ C R;(f), 
(I,;,< I” v=, r! (i,,,<_ry (i,i,Cr” 
(1.1) 
where Xi, = Xc ,,, I> ), A:‘,X=[X(A,,)+X(Aj,)+X(Af,)]‘-X(A],)’-X(A~,)r, and 
Rii(f) corresponds to the error term in the Taylor expansion of ,f(X)(A,,) up to 
4th-order. 
Roughly, our goal is to show that, when X is a martingale ME A:‘, the right 
hand side of (1.1) has a limit in probability as n + M, and consequently, we will 
obtain a formula of Allain’s type: 
(1.2) 
(see Theorem 4.3). 
To accomplish this aim we have first to prove the existence of the limits, at least 
in the probability sense, of the sequences {C,, ,)‘,; A:, M, n 3 l}. These limits define 
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processes which will be called r-variations of’ M. They are studied in Section 3. 
Explicit decompositions of pLIM into continuous processes which are either martin- 
gales, i-martingales or processes of bounded variation, are given. We shall mention 
that the cases r = 2,4 have been essentially studied by Nualart in [7] and [8]. 
One possible method to deal with this problem is to work accurately with 
martingale inequalities (see [7]); this leads to hard and long proofs. In a very recent 
work, Imkeller [5] has considered the stochastic integrator properties of the 
r-variations. This gives an elegant approach to the problem and allow us to obtain 
our 16’s formula by a more simple way. 
As we will state in Section 3, the stochastic integrator property of the 2-variation 
is all that we need to prove the existence and continuity of the 3-variation. Moreover, 
the integrals off”(M) with respect to the 3-variation can be computed by means 
of integrals with respect to the 2 and 4-variations. This fact allow us, in Section 4, 
to establish the “compact” It6 formula (1.2) as well as the relation between this 
formula and that of Chevalier-Nualart. 
We finish the paper by proving a two-dimensional version of Tanaka formula, as 
an application of our results and those of Imkeller. 
A final remark about notation: All constants in the inequalities will be written C, 
although they may vary from one to another expression. The values of a process X 
at points (s,, t,) of some grid Y will be denoted by X,,. 
2. Preliminaries 
We begin this section quoting some results proved in [7] and [S] that will be needed 
in the sequel. 
Proposition 2.1. Let M be a martingale belonging to “$lF, p 2 2. There exists a con- 
tinuous and increasing process {(M),, z E T} such that 
lim sup E 1 M(A,,)‘-(M)Z =O. (2.1) 
11-u’ z (I,,kf” 
(See Theorem 3.4 of [7].) 
Proposition 2.2. Let M E .kf:, with p z 2. there exists a martingale fi E .JF” such that 
P/l 
lim sup E C M(A,‘;)M(A;,)-iij7 
n-n z (l,,,i/” I 1 
=o. (2.2) 
(See Lemma 3.2 of [7].) 
Proposition 2.3. Consider a continuous and adapted process X = {Xz, z E T}, and a 
martingale M t .klF, where p 2 2. Then 
lim C X,,[ M(Aj,)‘M(Af,)‘-(&(A,,)] = 0, (2.3) 
,I’-\- (I,,,ilY 
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and 
lim C x,,[M(Afj)M(A~,)M(Ai,)-(~, M)(A,,)l=o, ,2-m- i!,,kll 
where the limit is taken in the Sense of the convergence in probability. 
(2.4) 
(See Lemma 2.5 of [8].) 
In the proof of some of our results we will often need the majorization given in 
the following lemma. It is a slight generalization of Doob’s maximal inequality for 
one-parameter vector-valued martingales. 
Lemma 2.4. Consider a Jinite partition of [0, 11, 0 = t,< t, < . . . < tq+, = 1, and let 
{M~,j;.9’;t~(t,,t,+,]; i=O,...,m; j=O,...,q} be a collection ofone-parameter 
martingales, bounded in L”, for some p 2 2, such that Ml:, = 0, and t + M:, is a..~. 
continuousfor every i = 0,. . , m, j = 0,. . , q. Then there exists a constant C,, such that 
E[,i?,;‘:~,+, lM:,l’]n~~~~[~~~~“(M~:;‘)‘]f’2. (2.5) 
Furthermore, if C:=,, C:=,, n/r::; 1 is a martingale sequence in (k, 1), then 
Proof. Let {A,, t E [0, 11) be the continuous, increasing 
defined by 
A=: C sup 1 M;;l! 
,GO,,l,’ , l,’ T- ,,+,A, 
The potential Z, associated with A, is bounded using 
(2.6) 
and F-adapted process 
( 
w2 
Z,=E(A,-A,/S’)sE C 1 sup 
IL,> ,, li,, ‘I ri”f’ T- li,, 
,iMr,,-,3’). (2.7) 
By Doob’s maximal inequality applied to the family of martingales 
{(ML,). lF, ST,TE(t,v t, t,+,]}, FEN’, i=O ,..., m, and j such that t,,,> t, we 
obtain that (2.7) is bounded by C’,,E(C:‘l,, C,, ,, , ,.., 1 Mi;; ‘12/.W). Consequently Z, G m,, 
where m, is the S’-martingale defined by 
Then, using Garsia-Neveu’s inequality we have 
( 
,)I y 
E(A,)““s C,,E(m,)““= C,,E 1 C (M{:;lI’ 
, :,, ,=o > 
P/2 
, 
which gives (2.5). 
Burkholder’s inequality applied to the two-parameter discrete martingale 
C”_,Ci=,, M:jj’ yields (2.6). 0 
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Some times we will apply this lemma in the particular case where q = 0. That 
involves a collection {M :, i = 0, . . . , m, t E [0, 11) of one-parameter martingales 
bounded in L”, for some p 2 2. If I:~,, M,’ is a martingale sequence in k, 
L[,~,~,,~~~,lM:l~]“~_C,EI,~,~M:l”. (2.8) 
(See Lemma 2.2 of [lo].) 
Let (X,, 17 E T} be any continuous process. For every positive integer a define 
D, = {w, sup IX,(w)] s a}. 
The continuity of X implies that, for each F > 0 there exists a > 0 such that P( DL) < E. 
Write X,,(z) = (X, A a) v (-a). 
Lemma 2.5. supI., .r21_ ,!,“, 1X7, - X2?] jrz_ r 0 in probability. 
[f X is a martingale bounded in L“ for some q > 1, then the convergence is in Ly. 
Proof. Fix A > 0. For any a E Z, we have 
s P(D:,)++ E sup 
~7,~71~~ I!/“1 
IX<,(G) -X&)l}, 
and the proof follows easily by dominated convergence. 
The second assertion follows from Cairoli’s maximal inequality. q 
3. The r-variations of M 
This section is devoted to proving the existence and continuity of the r-variations 
of M. We also will give explicit decompositions of ph. which are needed to define 
the stochastic integrals with respect to the processes {p;,(z), z E T} appearing in 
the It6 formula (1.2). 
First we prove that pi, = 0 for r 2 5. Then we summarize the results about the 
second-order variation. A basic and simple relation allow us to prove the existence 
and continuity of the 3-variation. Several different approximation sums for this 
process are given. 
Proposition 3.1. Let ME A:. For any rz 5, and ZE T, the sequence 
{C(i,,,Cm/y AFjM, n 2 l} converges in probability to zero. Thewfore, the r-variation sf' M, 
for r k 5 is zero. 
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Proof. To simplify the notation we take z = (1, l), and then the indices (i,j) vary 
on l;‘,.,,. From the definition of A:, we have 
M(A,,)“M(A,‘,)‘M(Af,)‘~‘~‘- M(Af,)‘- M(Af,)’ 1 
Therefore, we must prove the convergence to zero of terms like 
1 M(A,,)“M(Aj;)‘M(Af,)’ ‘-‘, 
II I 
(3.1) 
where r, k and 1 are natural numbers such that r 2 5, k = 0,. . , r, I= 0,. . . , r-k, 
and neither k, I nor k, r-k-l are simultaneously zero. 
The convergence in probability to zero of (3.1) will be established by considering 
different cases. 
(i) Assume that k, I and r-k-/ are non-zero. Then 
C M(A,,)“M(A$‘M(Af,)““ 
1, /
asup ~M(A,,)l”~‘lM(Af,)l”IM(df,)l’ 
L I 
‘mfp’[ C lM(A.,)M(A:;)M(A:,)i] 
1, I 
1/Z 
SC sup IM=, - MzJ3 C M(A,,)” C M(Af,)‘M(Af,)* 
I 
, 
lz,-ll+ I.‘/“1 1, I 1, I 
and the desired convergence follows easily from Propositions 2.1 and 2.3, and 
Lemma 2.5. 
(ii) let I = 0, but k. (r-k) # 0. Assume first that k 2 2; then 
which tends to zero as n + M. 
If k = 1, then for any A > 0, a E Z+, 
P 1 M(A,,)M(Af;)“-’ 
f. I 
s P(D:)+ P 1 M(A,,)M(A;‘,)MJA:,)“’ , (3.2) 
i. i 
where we have used the notation introduced before Lemma 2.5. 
On the other hand, Davis’ inequality applied to the one-parameter discrete 
martingale 
1 M(A,,)M(Af,)M<,(Af;)r2 , SC ,,,.I ); d =o,. . .,P,? 
75 
yields 
E [I 1 M(A,,)M(Af,)M,,(Af,)’ ’ 1. I II 
2 f/2 
s CE 1 C M(A,,)M(A;‘,)M,,(Af,)‘+ [( 1 I )I 
SCE sup IM,,(z,)-M,,(z,))“‘~“sup~ M(A;,)‘C M(A,,)’ 
iz,mz2 ’ I../“1 1 I 1. I 1 
112 
SC E 
{ [ 
sup IMu( M‘,(G)1 
I:, r+ l’I”l 
~[~~~l]E[ ;, M(A.,)212J”’ 
x E supC M(A;‘,)’ 
I[ 1 I II 
112 
. (3.3) 
This last expression tends to zero as n +a. In fact, this is the case for the first 
factor, while the second and third ones are bounded by { CEM;‘,}“” and { CEMf,}“’ 
respectively, due to Burkholder’s and Doob’s inequalities. 
Fix A, E > 0, and choose a > 0 in such a way that P( D:) < ~12. Let n,, E N be such 
that for any n 2 n,, the expression (3.3) is less than AE/~. From (3.2) we obtain 
P C M(A,,)M(Af,)‘-’ 
1. I
for any n 3 n,,, and we are finished. 
In an analogous way we obtain the convergence to zero in the case r-k-l = 0 
and k, I non zero. 
(iii) Suppose now that k = 0, and /, r - I different from zero. If I and r - I are 
greater than or equal to 2, then 
1 M(A;,)‘M(AfJm’ s C sup IM,, - Mz21rm4 1 M(Af,)‘M(A;?,)2, 
‘>I lz,m;2~. I../“1 1. I
and the convergence to zero is a consequence of Lemma 2.5 and Proposition 2.3. 
IfI=I(orr-/=I)weproceedasincase(ii).ForanyA~O,a~Z+,wehave 
P 1 M(Af,)M(A;,)‘-’ 
‘,I 
C M(Aj,)M(A;‘,)‘M<,(A;,)’ 3 . 
1. I
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Using Davis’ inequality we obtain 
r=CE sup IM,(z,)-M‘,(Z,)l~“~~’ 
12, ::I- 1.1”) 
[ II 
112 
xsupc M(d;?,)’ 1 M(J,‘JIM(iQZ ) (3.4) 
1 I 1, I 
and this expression tends to zero as n + ~0. 
The case I= r - k = 0 is trivial, by Proposition 2.1. 0 
In order to obtain the decomposition of ph and pi,, the following remarks 
concerning the preceding proof will be needed. 
Remarks. 1. The proof of parts (i) and the second part of (iii) goes over if ~24. 
2. The proof of part (ii) also holds if r 2 3. 
We now take care of the 2-variation. 
Proposition 3.2. Let M IZ “II:. There exists a continuous process t~L(z) obtained as 
the L’-limit qf the sequence {I,,,,,, ,; A:, M, n 3 1). This process is equal to Mz - 
2 5,. M,, d M,,. Furthermore, 
~L(z)=~~;~;+~S”‘+S”‘+(M),, (3.5) 
where (M) and k are the continuous processes given in Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, 
respectively. The process { Si’ ‘, z E T} (resp. { SL” , z E T}) is a continuous 1 -martingale 
(resp. 2martingale) obtained as the L’-limit of’ the sequence 
i 
C M(Af,)M(A,,), z E T, n 
( i, , , t I !’ 
2 1) (rw.{cr,~,y M(Af,)M(A,,),z~ T nz 1)). 
Proof. Taylor’s formula applied to ,f(x) =x2 yields 
M;=2 C M,,M(A,,)+ 2 A;,M. 
(I,,,6 I” , ,. ,l< I ” 
Then, the existence and continuity of pi,(z) is a consequence of the properties of 
stochastic integrals (see for example Lemma 3.1 of [7]). 
To prove (3.5) let us consider the decomposition 
M:=2 C [M,,M(A,,)+ M($,)M(A;,)+ M(A,,)M(Af;) 
,,,,,k~/” 
+ M(A,j)M(A,‘,)+~M(A,,)‘l 
=2[af,(z)+a;?,(z)+a:,(z)+aQ,(z)]+a::(5), 
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where 
a;(z)=4 c (M(s, t,.,/\t)-M(s, t,AII)‘- c 
[ 
M(Ai,)’ 
I (I, /I’ I” 1 
+ 1{( M,.), -(M),I = si”, 
and analogously 
a:(z) + 1{(M.,), -(ML1 = SF> 
in L’-convergence. 
Here (M,,), (resp. (M.,),) denotes the quadratic variation of the one-parameter 
martingale { A4, ,, , ,, t E [0, l]} (resp. {M,,, ,,, s E [0, l]}), and by Theorem 3.3 of [7] we 
know that they have continuous versions in both coordinates. 0 
Denote by .Y’ the cr-field of l-predictable sets. It has been proved in [5] that the 
integral of simple l-predictable processes with respect to the process S”‘, possess 
a linear and continuous extension to L’( fl x T, Y’, P x (M)). Moreover, if A4 E ~ti: 
we can prove that the stochastic integral takes its values in L4”(R, 9, P), that means, 
S’” is a 4/3-stochastic integrator. Analogue results are obtained changing the roles 
of s and t. 
In the next lemma we prove an elementary but fundamental relation. It will show 
the link between the 2 and 3-variations. 
Lemma 3.3. Let Y = 9, x 9, be a jixed partition of T; using the notation introduced 
in section 1, we have 
(3.6) 
Proof. Consider the identity 
- 1 CM,,,,M(A,j)2+(MI,,# - M,,,,)[M(A,,)‘+2M(A;;)~(Af,)l}. 
IL 1)t I 
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We have the decomposition 
C (Ml,,<- M,,,,)[M(d,,)‘+2iM(d,,)M(nf,)l 
(l./)‘I 
= C R/r(A!,)[M(A,,)‘+2M(d,i)M(a3)1 
(1,r)e I 
+ c C M(Al,,)[M(A,,)‘+2M(A,,)M(~;‘,)l. (3.7) 
(,,,)1_, I’,\, -5, 
Notice that the second term of the right hand side of (3.7) is equal to 
(;,E,, ;,, z ,, M(A,‘,)[M(A,,,)‘+2M(Ai,,)M(A~,,)l= (, s_, MtAj,)~(Af,)‘, 
I / . ( 
and therefore (3.6) is proved. 0 
We want now to study the relation between the sequences 
We will prove that both have the same limit in probability as n tends to infinity. 
As a consequence we will obtain a simple expression for the 
P-lim 1 M(Ar,)M(Af,)” 
C&,,i/” 
in terms of integrals with respect to the 2-variation, and the joint variation (M, 6). 
In the sequel we have to deal with partitions Y” = .9:x 9’: and Y”’ = S;’ x 9; 
with n s m. For any i such that s, E CT’;, we define I, = {i’, U,,E P;“, (T,,E [s,, s,, ,)}. 
Analogously, for any j with 1, E Py, J, denotes the set {j’, T,, E S;l, T,, t [ ti, f,,,)}. We 
also will need the set K,, = I, x J, = {(i’,,j’), (CT,,, 7,)) E 9’” n [(s,, t,), (s,, , , t,,,))}. 
Proposition 3.4. Let X be a continuous and adapted process, M a martingale belonging 
to Jl:, and S (I’ the 1 -martingale g’v I en in Proposition 3.2. For any F > 0, 
lim P 
II - s 
1 X,,[M(A,,)M(Af,)-S”)(Ai,)] 
,,.,,<~I” 
(3.8) 
Proof. We may assume that X is bounded, and then prove that the convergence in 
(3.8) is in L’. We also will take z = (1, 1). 
By the definition of S”’ and Fatou’s lemma, 
E C x,j[M(A,j)M(Af,)-S”‘(A,,)l ’ =S F,,, 
(x.,)iI” 
with 
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We also have F, s C( FL + Fz), with 
F:, =sup E 
II 
x 1 X,,M(A,.;.)M(A’;,-A;,,) ’ 
,)I -0 ,,,,,il” il’,,‘liK,, II 
and 
F::= sup E 
it 
1 ,, 1 X,,M(A,.,.)M(Af,-A;‘,.) ’ . 
171 n (,,,I< I (“.,‘)G K,, II 
(a) lim,,,, F:, = 0. Indeed, by Burkholder’s and Schwarz inequalities, 
F:+ :!Z Ei,,$ ,,, (;& 
2 
5- X,;M(A,.,.)M(A&-A;?,,) 
>) 
s C sup E ssu~, sup C ,,, M(A;,,,-A;J2 
1 
2 M( A;,J2 
m ‘PI , ,‘k I, 7,,1 .flz (I’.,‘)‘/“’ I 
s C(EM;,)“’ E 1 sup 
i ( 
2 I/Z 
C M(A;,,,-A;?,,)’ 
11 
. (3.9) 
<,c r;’ I’/_ I, 7, t ./I: 
Doob’s maximal inequality together with Burkholder’s inequality imply that the 
second factor of (3.9) is bounded by {E 1 (M,, , ,,, - M5,,,)4}“‘, and therefore tends 
to zero, as n + co. 
(b) lim,_, FI = 0. To prove this fact we use Burkholder’s inequality for two- 
parameter martingales, from which 
sup IM_,- M,$ C M(A,.,,)’ 
,,‘,‘)t I”’ 
1/2 
sup IM,, - M_-?14 y 0. 
On the other hand 
E C iI ,, C X,M(&,~)(M,,,l,,- M,, +, (l,/)LI (I’./‘)iK,, 
=E 
(1 
C X,j 1 M(A$)M(A+A:,,) ’ 
(t,jlt I” (r’, I’)F K,, 
The convergences proved in (a) and (h) imply (3.8). Cl 
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As a direct consequence of the previous results we can prove 
Proposition 3.5. Let ME -44:‘. there exists a continuous l-martingale W”‘= 
( WI”, z E T} (resp. a continuous 2-martingale W”’ = { Wu’, z E T}) defined by 
L’ - lim 1 M(A:,)M(Af;)’ resp. L’-lim 1 M(Af,)M(A!,)’ 
,l--+u( (z,,kly ( r,-1- (,,,,‘,” 1 
Furthermore, ifz = (s, t) 
w” ) = 
I 
r 
M.7,. d(M.s.),. - 
I 
M,, d(M),,-2(M, I$-2 
0 K, 
resp. Wk” = 
I‘ 
M,, d(M.,), - 
0 I K, 
(3.11) 
Proof. We apply the decomposition of C,i,,,t ,! M(A j,) M(Af,)2 given by Lemma 
3.3, and then take limits in L’ of each term. We point out that the integral 
.!: M.,,. d(M.J,, (resp. ],i M,, d(M.0,) is continuous in (s, r), due to the fact that the 
process {(M,,,),, t>O} (resp. {(M.,),, ~20)) has a continuous version in (s, t). The 
Proposition follows from Propositions 3.4, 2.3, the integrator property of S’“, and 
a slight modification of Lemma 2.4 of [8]. 0 
It is interesting, to have other approximations of the processes W”’ and W”‘, 
this is the purpose of the next proposition. 
Proposition 3.6. The continuous 1 -martingale W”’ can also be obtained by the L’-limit 
of the sequence 
C M(A:,)NM,,.),,,, -W,,h,l. (3.12) 
(l,l)‘l” 
Proof. It suffices to show that 
lim sup E 
iI 
1 M(A,‘;) M(Af,)‘- C M(Af;.)’ 
,?‘X m -,I ,;,;)<:I! [ 
= 0. 
,’ f_ .I, Ill 
Since 
M(A;?,)‘- 2 M(A;?,.)‘=2 C M(A~,,)(M,,,.-M,,,,), 
,‘F_l, ,‘i J, 
and the process 
C 
(‘,.!)i II’ 
WA!;) C WA;?JW,,, -M,,J, z E T 
,‘FJ, I 
is a martingale, using Burkholder’s inequality for two-parameter martingales we 
obtain, for p = 4/3, 
E C M(Afj) C M(A;?,,)(M,,,.-M,,,,) ’ 
cr,,kIy l’i J, 
> 
P/2 
G CE C C M(A jj)‘M(A;?,,)‘(M,,, - M\,I,)’ 
(i,j)e-l”,‘rJ, 
PI2 
IA’,, - M,,12 sup 1 M(Af,,)“C sup M(A,‘,)’ 
TI i .J/,;‘, 1 I 
4/>/(4-P) (4-p1/X 
sup IM,, -Mr~8p’c4~p’ 1 I 
By Lemma 2.4 and Doob’s maximal inequality, the above expression is bounded by 
C{ E{ sup IM,, - M,./4}}“3{EM:,}2’3, 
iL,PL.i. Y” 
this expression tends to zero as n + 00, by Lemma 2.5, so the proof of the Proposition 
is complete. I7 
It is now possible to state the existence and continuity of the 3-variation, and 
also to specify its decomposition. 
Proposition 3.7. Let M E Al:‘. The limit in L’ of the sequence {&,,,,,,I’ AT,M, n 3 1) 
exists and dejines a continuous process p’, which is given by 
/1L(z)=3(W;‘)+ W9+6(M, I$,, ZE T, 
where Wi” (resp. WL”) is the 1 -martingale (resp. 2-martingale) introduced in Proposi- 
tion 3.5. 
Proof. We have A:,M =C:_, Sf,, with 
(a) C 8, = C M(4)‘+ 0, 
(!,,,CI” (,,,)‘~I” 
(b) C Sf, =3 C [M(A,,)M(A,‘,)‘+M(A,,)M(A;?,)’ 
Iz.,,<_r; (,.,,<I” 
+ M(Az,)2M(Aj;) + M(A,j)'M(Af,)l s 0, 
(c) C 6;: =6 C M(A,,)M(&,)M(A:,) + 6(M, R;j),, 
(I,,)il” (~,,)~I” 
Cd) 1 S;:=3 1 [M(A:,)M(Af,)‘+M(Af;)M(Af,)‘] 
ll,l,iI” (i,,)il” 
--& 3( w’,“+ wl”). 
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Indeed, these convergences follow 
2 after Proposition 3.1. 0 
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from Propositions 2.1, 2.3, 3.5 and the Remark 
A simple calculation shows that the 4-variation of a martingale M E .,&: coincides 
with the continuous process 6(l%),. 
In fact, it suffices to develop AQ,M and to take account of the Remarks 1 and 2, 
after Proposition 3.1 together with Propositions 2.1 and 2.3. 
The results of this section can be summarized in the following way: 
Theorem 3.8. Given a martingale ME /II:, the probability limits of the sequences 
CCci,,,t,: A:,M, n 3 0} exist, ,for every integer r 3 1, and dejine the continuous processes 
{prM(z), z E T} called the r-variations of M. Moreover, .for r 2 5, /lM (z) = 0, and the 
following decompositions hold: 
/lb(z) = Mz, 
&,(z)=2fiz+2S;“+2S’,Z’+(M);, 
/_&L(z) =3( wi”+ W?‘)-t6(M, fi);, 
/-k(z) = 6(&,, 
where M, S’“, S”‘, W”‘, W”’ a re the continuous processes de$ned in Propositions 
2.2, 3.2 and 3.5, respectively. 
4. An It6 formula of “compact” type 
This section is devoted to establishing an It8’s formula. It will be obtained as the 
limit of the approximation by Taylor’s formula, which for a given %Z4 function ,f; 
develops f(M) up to the 4th order. 
Starting from formula (1.1) and taking account of the decomposition of the 
r-variations, we have to justify that the probability limit of each term exists. 
We still know that S”’ and S”’ are p stochastic integrators, for p =f (see [5], 
and the comments after Proposition 3.2). This fact together with Lemmas 2.3 and 
2.4 of [8], and Proposition 3.4 imply 
C .fCZ)(Mi,)A?,M ,, f”‘(M,,) +;(u), (4.1) 
(l.l)CI” R 
at least in probability. 
lmkeller [5] has proved that for martingales ME kl: the limit of the sequence 
defined by (3.12) exists in L”, O<p s$, and defines a continuous process which is 
a _$stochastic integrator. In view of Proposition 3.6 the same property holds for 
W’” (and W”‘). 
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Hence, in order to obtain the convergence in probability 
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c 
,$,,,<~I” 
f”‘( M,,)A;,M - ,1-.x I 
f”‘(M,,) +h(u), 
K. 
(4.2) 
we need an additional result. 
Proposition 4.1. Let X be a continuous and adapted process and ME .;H:‘. Then the 
sequences 
C X,,[M(A:,)M(Af,)‘- W”“(A,;)], n 2 1 , 
(I,/)C I” 
and 
c X,;[M(Af,)M(A:,)‘- W”)(A,,)], n > 1 , 
(l,,Kly 
converge in probability to zero. 
Proof. We will only prove the statement concerning the first sequence, with z = (1, 1). 
The process X can be supposed to be bounded, and we will show that 
M(Aj,)M(Af,)‘- 1 M(Af.,,)M(Af.,.)’ =O. (I .I ,c K,, II 
(1) Let S” be the set of refinements of Y” with the same projection on the “t” 
axis. Let us check that 
M(Af,)M(A?;)‘- C M(Aj.;)M(Af,,)’ =O. (4.3) 
l’i I, II 
For any YE S” we define (see fig. 1): 
a(n, Y) = 1 X,, 1 M(A,‘,,)M(Af,,-A:,)‘, 
(I,,,’ I” ,‘t I, 
P(n, 9) =CI ,FlI,,, X8, ,;, M(A!,,)M(Af.,-A;,)M(A;,). 
t. 
.I+1 I 
A* 
ij Al, j-~fj 
t.i L 
s. 
1 Gi’ Ui’+l 
Fig. 1. 
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In order to prove (4.3) it has to be shown that 
lim sup Elcu(n, Y)i = 0, 
,1 - s .‘, t S” 
and 
lim sup EIP(n, Y)I = 0. 
,7+X .?SS” 
By Davis’ inequality we have 
I/Z 
Ela(n, Y)I s CE 1 C 2 M(A~,j)2M(Af,,-Af,)4 
/ i 8’6 I, > 
G CE ~supsupIM(Af~,-A:,)1 1 1 A4(A,‘,,)2M(A;,,-A:,)2 
I 1 I’F I, 8 l’i I, 1 
t/2 
I( > I 
112 
SC E CsupsupM(Af,,-A;,)’ . E(y(n,Y)) , 
I 1 I*I, 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
where r(n, Y) =Cc,,i,i,*t C,,,,, M(A,‘,,)‘M(Af,, -A:,)‘. 
The first factor of (4.6) is bounded by {EMf,}“‘. On the other hand 
. 
The second factor of (4.7) is bounded by 
one tends to zero, as n + ~0, uniformly in 
together with Burkholder’s inequality 
Hence (4.4) is proved. 
Davis’ inequality implies 
(EMT,}“’ (see Lemma 2.4), while the first 
9’. Indeed, by Doob’s maximal inequality 
EIP(n, Y)l s CE C C 1 M(Af~;)2M(Af~,-A;,)“M(Af,)’ 
I I l’i I,
s CE 1 sup IM(A;,)\ [ 
117 
1 C M(A;$M(A;,,-A;,)” 
I 1 , l’i I, 1 
I/? 
Csup M(Af,)’ E(y(n,Y)) 
I 1 > 
, 
this proves (4.5). 
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(2) Assume now that T” is the set of refinements of Y”’ with the same projection 
on the “s” axis. We will show that 
M(Af,)M(Af,)‘- 1 M(A:,,)M(Af,,)’ =O. (4.8) 
I’L .I, II 
For any 3~ T” we set (see Fig. 2): 
s(n, 9) = 1 X,, 1 M(A$)‘M(A:,,-A,!,), 
i,,,l’mI” I.6 .I, 
and 
~(n, 3) = C X,, C M(Af,,)M(Alj)(M,,, - M,,,i). 
(I, ,,t I” ,‘cJ, 
Then (4.8) will be a consequence of the following facts: 
lim sup E)S(n, S)i =0 
II +* .7-i T” 
and 
lim sup Ele(n, .“7)( =O. 
n-*x, .ii 7 ” 
For the proof of (4.9) we use Davis’ inequality, from which 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
. (4.11) 
Notice that the first factor of (4.11) is bounded by { EMf,}“‘. The second one 
tends to zero, as n +a, uniformly in Y. Indeed, this term is the analogue of 
E(y(n, Y)), after having changed the roles of s and t. 
t 
I 
t. 
3+1 
’ jl+l 
rj* 
Azj, 
1 
t. . 
A,.,-A;. 
.I 
w 
s. s. s 1 1+1 
Fig. 2. 
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Finally, Davis’ inequality for two-parameter martingales entails 
1 
l/2 
C M(A;l,.)‘M(A:,)‘(M \,,, -M$,,,)” 
and this ends the proof of the proposition. q 
We point out that, by a generalization of the algebraic relation presented in 
Lemma 3.3 (see Lemma 4.2) we can give another expression for j,_f’3’(M,) dpL( u). 
This result establishes the link between the compact It6 formula and that of 
Chevalier-Nualart. 
Lemma 4.2. Let cp be a real,function qf class @, and ME .dlzf, then 
P-lim 1 cp’(M,,,))M(A),)M(Af,)’ 
*I-X (r,,iil” 
exists and de$nes a continuous process, JR_ cp’( M,,) d Wi,“, such that, !f z = (s, t), 
I 
qo’(M,,)dW;,“= 
K: 
_ I [c~(Mu) d(M),, +b’(Mu) d(M, &,, K~ 
+2q(M,,) dS;“+$$‘( M,,) d(A+,,]. (4.12) 
Similarly, P-lim,,,. Cc,,,,i,: ~‘(M,,,j)M(Af,)M(A~,)Z exists and dejines a continuous 
process given b_y 
cp’( M,) d W!,” = ’ c~(M,r) d(M.,L 
K 
_ [cp(Mu) d(M), +%‘(M,,) d(M fi),, 
+2~( M,,) dS’,“+&“( M,,) d(G),,]. (4.13) 
Proof. We will only check the first statement, and to simplify the notation we will 
take z = (1, 1). 
Let us prove that 
P-lim n_x (, IZ,,, cp’(M,,,,)M(A,‘;)M(A~,)’ 
= P-h C ~F(M,,,~)(M,,~,, 
,I-* ,,i!P:’ 
- M,,,()‘- C [P(Ms,ti)M(Aij)’ 
( i, , , i I ” 
+2~‘(M,,,~)M(A,j)M(Af,)M(Aj,)+2~(M,,,~)M(A,,)M(Aj,) 
+iq”( M,,,)M(A:,)‘M(Afj)‘]. (4.14) 
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Since the limit of the right hand side of (4.14) exists and coincides with the second 
term of (4.12), this is enough for our purposes. Notice that, if q(x) =.x the result 
has been proved in Lemma 3.3. 
Consider the identity 
2 ,;,,I,,, ~P(M\,,,)M(A,;)M(A~) 
+bW,,,J - ~P(M,,,~))(M(A,,)‘+~M(A;.,)R/I(A~,))I. 
We have 
= P-lim C 
n-K (i,,)c I" 
C (c~‘(M,,,,))M(d!,j)+:cp”(M,,,,)M(’:,,)’) 
I', 5, _ $0 3 
x (M(A,i)‘+2M(A,,)M(A;,)). (4.15) 
The equality (4.15) can be justified using a Taylor expansion. In fact, we have 
cp(M.,,) - cp(M,J = c [cp(M,, +,,,) - cP(M,.Jl 
I’,\,. m,, 
= 1 {cp’(M, , MA:,;)+&d’W\, ,,M&,)’ 
I’. \, -5, 
+t[c~“(M”) - c~“cM,, ,,HWAf~,)‘~, 
where M” is a random intermediate point between M,, ,, and M,, , ,,). 
We want to show that 
P-lim 1 1 
,1-v ,I,, )tl” i’, 5, ‘5, 
[cp”(M”)- cp”(M,,.,~)IM(Aj,,)‘[M(A,,)“+2M(A,,)M(A~;)l =O. 
(4.16) 
Indeed, by a change in the order of summation the left hand side of (4.16) can be 
written as 
P-lim ,~_~ (I z,,, [cp”(M’) -cp”(M,,,,)IM(Aj,)*hrl(Af,)‘, 
and is equal to zero, due to the continuity of cp”, and Proposition (2.3). 
Again, by a change in the order of summation, 
&;,J, (,,,. :>, rcp’(MY, 11 
)M(A,‘:,)+:cp”(~.\, r,MAf~,)‘l 
> 
X (M(Arj12+ M(A;;)M(A;?,)) 
=( ;,,, [cp’(M,,,~)M(Aj,)M(A~,)2+~cp”(M,,i)M(A,’,)2M(Af,)2l. (4.17) 
I. 
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On the other hand, the properties of the r-variations proved in section 3 entail 
P-lim 2 [cp’(M,,,,)M(A!,)+tcp”(M,,,i)M(Ali)21 
n-x (i,j,cI” 
X [ M(A,j)‘+2M(A;,)M(Af,)l 
= P-lim C 2cp’(M,,,i)M(Ati)M(A;,)M(A;7,). 
n-r (!,/)‘I”’ 
(4.18) 
The expressions (4.17) and (4.18) give us an equivalent expression for the limit 
appearing in (4.15), and we can finally check (4.14). 0 
We can now state our main result 
Theorem 4.3. Let f: R + R be a %‘-class,functions such that f (0) = 0, and let A4 E A/tl:‘. 
Then for any z E T, 
F(M) = ,s; f”‘(Mu) dph(U). 
R- 
(4.19) 
Proof. We still know that the terms up to the 4-th order in formula (1.1) converge 
to the integrals of the right hand side of (4.19). Hence the unique ingredient which 
is needed to finish the proof is the convergence to zero in probability of 
c C,,,jF,li Ri,(f). This can be done using different procedures. For instance, we can 
consider I7 =Cz=, (l/r!) JR_ f”‘(M,) dp’h(u), th en using the formulas (4.12) and 
(4.13) with cp =f”, we obtain, respectively 
J f (2)(M,,) dS!:‘=$ “‘(AI,,) d(M,.),. -+ f”‘(M,) d(M), R, I R, 
- R_ f”‘(A4,) d(M, A?),-; J f’“(M,) d WI,” RZ 
-t 
J 
f’4’(M,) d&fL, 
R, 
and 
dS:‘==; J ‘f”‘i&) d(M.,),-1 J f”‘(M,,) d(M)u 0 K 
- R_f%W,) d(M, A&, -$ I. J j-“‘(n/r,) d W\T’ RL 
-$ J fC4’(M,) d(G),. R, 
Using these two identities it is immediate to check that II agrees with the expression 
of f( kf;) given by formula (22) (16’s formula) of [8] (see also [3]). Then we can 
proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 of [S] to show that the difference between 
f( M=) and IZ tends to zero as n + ~0. 0 
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Remark 4.4. There is a multidimensional version of Theorem 4.3 as follows 
If f:R” +R is a (?Z4-class function vanishing at 0, and A4 = (M’, . , Md) is a 
d-dimensional martingale belonging to ~214, then 
(Mz) dht(z)),+,,. 
Here (~rM(z)),,.,.i, is the element indexed by i,, . . . , i, in the d-dimensional tensor 
matrix representing p;,(z). Explicit decompositions of the r-multidimensional vari- 
ations can also be obtained. 
5. A Tanaka formula for two-parameter martingales 
The purpose of this section is to prove a change of variables formula for functions 
fin %I, withf”’ c~nuex and martingales M E .H;‘. Our starting point is the compact 
It6 formula proved in the preceeding section (Theorem 4.3). We first regularize f 
by convolution, apply this formula, and then pass to the limit. In that way we obtain 
a two-parameter version of Tanaka formula, that means an Ito’s formula involving 
local time. We refer to [6] for analogue results in the one-parameter case. 
We recall that, for ME JH:, there exists a process {L:,, (s, t) E Rt, x E rW} jointly 
continuous in (s, t, x) which is the local time of M with respect to the measure 
induced by the quadratic variation (fi) (Theorem 3.1 of [S]). 
Let us quote a well-known technical result. 
Lemma 5.1. Let ,f E @([w) whose second derivative is a convex function. Consider a 
sequence {(Y,,,(X), m I l} of regularization kernels of the form 
a,,(x) = ma(mx), (5.1) 
where cy E &,(rW) is a nonnegative function with compact support contained in [-co, 0] 
and j, a(x) dx= 1. 
Then, lffnl =f* a,,, (i.e.fnl(x) =.&.f(x+yb,,(y) dy), we have 
f!,?(x) Zf’I“(X), 
.for k = 0, 1, 2, and the convergence is uniform on compact sets. 
Moreover, f:’ is a convexfunction, and,f!;‘(x)Tf “‘(x), as m --z ~3, wheref (j’ denotes 
the It+ derivative off “I. 
Let us now prove Tanaka’s formula: 
Theorem 5.2. Assume we are given a margingale M E .ilIz and a function f E %2([w) 
with f‘“’ convex andf(0) = 0. 
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We have 
f(N) = .f”‘(MJ dM,, 
R 
+ i_ R~ [f’*‘(M,) dfi,, +.f”‘(M,,) dS:,“+f”‘(M,) dS’,“+;f”‘(M,,) d(M),] 
+ 
5. 
R~ [;j.“‘( M,l) d W’,,” + $f”‘( M,,) d W’,” +f”‘( M,,) d( M, A?),,] 
+i 
i 
L:p(dz), 
R 
where { Lz, z E T, x E R} is the local time of M with respect to the measure (fi), and 
the measure p is the second derivative off “I in the distributional sense. 
Proof. Consider the regularizations {.f;,, n 2 l} off given in Lemma 5.1. By Theorem 
4.3, 
f;,(MZ) f:’ ‘( Mu 1 d Mu 
R 
+ I [,f;“( M,,) dA%, +J’:“( M,) dS;” K: 
+f;*‘( M,,) dS:*‘+ ;fj,“( M,,) d(M),,] 
+ 
I 
[;.f:“(M,,) d W;“+;f;,“( M,,) d W;“+f;“(M,,) d(M, A?),] 
Km 
+ 
I 
;f:‘(M,,) d(G),,. (5.2) 
K 
(a) First we will prove that P-lim,,,, jK.fj14)(M,) d(G),, exists. In the sequel 
k = 1,2,3. Since M is continuous, in order to compute this limit we can replace 
fA”‘(M,,) by fi”‘(M,(z)) (see the notation introduced before Lemma 2.5). We will 
write f!“‘(XZ) instead of f!,“‘(MO(z)). From the convergence 
I lf)l”‘(XJ -f’“‘(&)l’ d(M), + 0 7 
we obtain 
I 
f:“(X,,) dM, --&+ 
I 
f”‘(X,) dM,,, 
% R: 
and 
I f:“‘(Xu) d(M), & .f”‘(Xu) d(M),,. R: R: 
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Since Si” and S’;” are l-stochastic integrators, we also have 
i_ 
J!?(XJ dS::‘L ,I_-\ I 
,f”‘( X,,) d$:‘, i = 1, 2. 
R 
On the other hand 
E If:,“‘W,J -.f”“‘Wu)I’4fiL I”,’ 0, 
> 
therefore 
,fj12’(X,,) dfi,, L’ .f”‘(X,,) dfic,, II - x 
and the stochastic integrator properties of WI” and Wu) proved in [5] show that 
,f;,“‘(X,,) d Wi;’ 2 
I 
,f”‘(X,,) d W!‘, i = 1, 2. ,1 + I* 
R, 
Finally it is easy to check that 
E (.f’;,)‘(X,,) -.f”‘(X,,)) d(M, A&,, - 0. ,1 me x 
In conclusion, we have established that 
(b) the last step consists in proving that 
P- lim 
I 
.f!:‘(M,,) d(G),, = 
,,‘X R I 
Llp(dz). 
R 
The measure p satisfies 
p ([ a, h)) =f’j’( h) -f”‘(a) for all a < b. 
On the other hand, 
,f’:,3’(h) -,r’l”(a) = 
I 
“,f::‘(x) d x ~.Y(h) -f”‘(u) = /-L([a, b)). 
il 
By the density of occupation formula (see [S]). 
I 
.f!?(M,,) d(fiL = 
I 
.f!?(x)G, dx. (5.3) 
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Since M is continuous, the path {ML,(w), u E R,} can only visit the points of a 
compact interval K; therefore the integral of the right hand side of (5.3) is extended 
on the set K. Consequently, 
lim .f?‘(x)L:, dx = L:,p(dx), 
1‘ ,1-x R I R 
by vague convergence, and now the proof of Tanaka formula is complete. 0 
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